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Eating the Claws of Eden: Stone Crabs, 
Tourism, and the Taste of Conservation in 
Florida and Beyond 
By Nicolaas Mink 
From sapphire waters dainties come 
To grace my Key West table, 
Great Langouste with scarlet whips, 
Conchs from Triton's Fable, 
Luscious stone crabs fit for king, 
Grouper fit for chowder, 
Lovely food, of thee I sing, 
Come, sing with me! 
Louder! 
- Key West Women's Club, 1949 
"D on't miss the stone crab-it's in season now," coun- seled Kathryn Loring to her sister before she and her husband made their first trip from Chicago to Florida 
in February of 1960.2 Once in Florida, Loring and her husband 
took her sister's advice, embarking on a self-proclaimed "sea food 
Nicolaas Mink is a Ph.D. candidate at the University of Wisconsin, Madison. He 
won the Florida Historical Society's 2007 Governor LeRoy Collins Essay Award for 
the best Graduate paper. A revised version of the paper appeared in Gastronmnica: 
Journal of Food and Culture. 
1. Members of the Key West Woman's Club, Key West Cook Book (New York: 
Farrar, Stmus and Company 1949). 40. 
2. Kathryn Loring, "Have You Heard?" Chicago Daily Tribune 14 February 1960. 
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binge'' that included devouring mullet, pompano, New England 
and Manhattan-style clam chowder, red snapper, shrimp, and, of 
course, stone crab. They found the "sweet and delectable" claws of 
stone crab at Hudgins Cafe in West Palm Beach, Florida, where 
surrounded by other sun-burned tourists they consumed the meat 
of a crab that one post-war diner called "Florida's greatest contri- 
bution to the realm of glorious eating."3 
Loring was not alone in her gastronomic adventures. Visitors to 
the Sunshine State often turned their vacations into smorgasbords 
of oceanic consumption as they quite literally ate their way across 
the tropical Florida landscape. In hopes of authenticating and relfy- 
ing their experiences, vacationers eagerly indulged in repast they 
thought could be procured only in the places they were visiting. As 
comments like Loring's suggest, no Florida seafood was more deeply 
tied to an authentic culinary Florida tourist experience than the 
stone crab. In this way, tourists' taste buds helped to create markets 
that supported and sustained stone crab fisheries up and down the 
Florida coast. Thus, consumer demand shaped by vacationers' 
desire to participate in a local culture became a key ingredient in the 
development of one of Florida's natural resources. By the begin- 
ning of the twenty-first century, the stone crab had become a region- 
al symbol recognized across the country as well as the single most 
important species (in terms of dollars) harvested in Florida waters. 
Why the stone crab? At the end of the nineteenth-century, 
after all, Americans from North Carolina to Texas supplemented 
their diet with meat from the crustacean with few lasting cultural 
consequences. Menippe mercenaria, the crab's scientific name, rep- 
resented merely another form of sustenance. Yet with the physical 
and cultural transformation of Florida from an impenetrable 
swamp populated by unconquered Native Americans to a tropical 
playground where the nation's wealthy spent their winters, this 
truculent crustacean came to symbolize a delicious and valuable 
piece of a constructed paradise; the crustaceans reflected and rein- 
forced the larger Edenic narrative that helped to create, promote, 
and transform the physical landscape of Florida.* 
3. Kay Daniel Picot and Leonce Picot eds., Great Restaurants of the United States 
and their Recipes (Fort Lauderdale: Research Unlimited, 1966), 8485. 
4. For ideas behind both the cultural and physical transformation of the land- 
scape see Anne Rowe, The Idea of Rorida in the American Literary Imagination 
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1992) and Jack Lane and Maurice 
O'Sullivan eds., The Flmida Reader: Visions of Paradise from 1530-Present 
(Sarasota: Pineapple Press, 1991 ) . 
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By examining the history of the stone crab and the people 
involved in its gathering and consumption one can crack the hard 
shell that shields the links among tourism, conservation, and eat- 
ing in Florida and relish the sweet intellectual meat that such a 
pursuit can offer. This essay works at the intersection of environ- 
mental, cultural, economic, and labor history in an attempt to 
piece back together the somewhat artificial separation of conserva- 
tion practices, tourist desires, and culinary cultures that historians 
of these deeply interrelated fields have createda5 As a careful inves- 
tigation of the stone crab suggests, foods-even in their most pure 
and unadulterated forms-are never simply products of nature, 
nor are they ever just natural resources; rather, foods are created 
by the very cultural practices which at first glance appear to be pro- 
tecting, promoting, and narrating a stable, unchanging, and natu- 
ral gastronomic entity. Recognizing this fact will not only reveal a 
more textured picture of the histories of tourism, conservation, 
and food but also cast new light on the environmental and cultur- 
al story of Florida. 
5. I will often use the term culinary culture to describe particular groups of peo- 
ple who inscribe similar sets of values and meanings upon certain foods. I will 
be in deep dialogue with conservation, tourism, and food literature in this 
essay. For a brief sampling of these literatures see for conservation the two 
classic texts of Stephen Fox, American Conservation Movement: John Muir and His 
Lagacy (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1986) and Samuel P, Hays, 
Conservation and the Gospel of Social Efjcienc-y: The Progressive Consmation 
Movement, 1890-1 920 (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburg Press, 1999). The 
newest works in this field examine the negative social consequences of state- 
led conservation effort: Louis Warren, The Hunter's Game: Poachers and 
Consmationists in Twentieth-Century Amm'ca (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1999) and Karl Jacoby, Cdmes Against Nature: Hunters, Poachers, Thieves and the 
Hidden Histmy of American Consmatwn (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 2003). For tourism, see Cindy Aron, Working at Play: A History of 
Vacations in the United States (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001); John 
Sears, Sacred Places: American Tourist Attractions in the Nineteenth Century 
(Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1999); Hal Rothman, Dan'l's 
Bargains: Tourism in the Twentieth Century American West (Lawrence: University 
of Press of Kansas, 2000); and Marguerite Shaffer, See America First: Tourism 
and National Identi.1~ 1880-1940 (Washington D.C.: Smithsonian, 2001); Lucy 
Long ed., Culinary Tourism (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 2003). 
For food, see: Warren Belasco ed., Food Nations: Selling Taste In Consumer 
Societies (London: Routledge, 2001); Linda Keller Brown and Kay Mussell, eds. 
Ethnic and Regional Foodways in the United States (Knoxville: University of 
Tennessee Press, 1984); Jack Goody, Cooking, Cuisine, and Class (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1982); and Alan Warde and Lydia Martens, 
Eating Out: Social D;fferentiation, Consumption, and Pleasure (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2000), among others. 
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For most Americans living at the end of the nineteenth and 
beginning of the twentieth century, Florida existed more in myth 
than realityS6 Through the widely-read writings of the state's most 
celebrated boosters-including William Jennings Bryan, Harriet 
Beacher Stowe, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Washington Irving, Zane 
Grey, and others-Florida was more than a physical place; it repre- 
sented an Edenic narrative far removed from everyday lives. When 
readers turned the pages of works on Florida from some of their 
country's most famous literati, they encountered images and 
descriptions that suggested nothing less. As early as the late eigh- 
teenth century, naturalist William Bartram heralded this Florida 
Garden as "a blissful, unviolated spot of earth" where every day 
brought a "new sense of wonder and delight."' Author Zane Grey 
told his readers, "The white winding shoreline, the dark blue gulf 
stream, and the opal shoals, the bird-life and fish-life, the mystical 
trade-wind clouds and the wonderful sunsets, the white sun at 
noon, and the white moon at midnight-these are a few of the 
things I love in Florida."* The land symbolized a garden, a para- 
dise, a dreamscape, a Shangri-la. 
Historians and literary critics of the Florida experience have 
waxed eloquently and thoughtfully about many of the causes, 
meanings, and consequences of such cultural imagery.g Yet they 
6. While this essay explores stone crab production and consumption up and 
down the Florida Coast-from Cedar Key in the north and west to Miami 
Beach in the south and east-it focuses much of its interest on Joe's Stone 
Crab in Miami Beach because the restaurant both popularized the consump- 
tion of Menippe and controlled a preponderance of the market for stone crab 
through most of the twentieth century. Investigating stone crabs without con- 
centrating on Joe's, then, is akin to enjoying a lavish intellectual meal without 
sampling the main course. 
7. My thanks to Dr. Ron Cooper who provided many of the ideas (and citations) 
for this section of the essay. Bartram quoted in Ron Cooper, "The Burden of 
Southern Literature: Can Florida Bear It?" 2007 Jillian Prescott Memorial 
Lecture, Florida Historical QuartmZy Vol. 86, No. 2 (Fall 2007): 143-161. See 
also, Rowe, The Idea of l;lorida; and Land and O'Sullivan eds., The Rorida 
Readm. 
8. W%y I L i h  Horida: A Compilation of Letters and Gems of Thought porn Men and 
Women of Renown Wzo Have Visited Flmida or Become Citizens of the State (St. 
Augustine: The Record Co., 1923), 55. 
9. Many historical and literary treatments of Florida deal with such imagery; See 
Jack Davis and Raymond Arsenault eds., Paradise Lost?: The Environmental 
History of Flmida (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2005); Rowe, The 
Idea of FZorida in the American Litera9 Imagination; Lane and O'Sullivan eds., 
The Florida Bader; Gary R. Mormino, Land of Sunshine, State of Dream: A Social 
History of Modern Florida (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2005). 
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have failed to reckon with one of the key ingredients of the con- 
struction of the Edenic Florida: the association of this Garden 
with tropical and exotic foods. After all, through advertisements, 
travelogues, and menus, an increasing number of northerners 
began to associate Florida almost exclusively with the tropical 
foods it produced. When William Drysdale, a columnist for the 
New York Times, described his journey to Lake Worth to his read- 
ers in 1891 he carefully tangled the Edenic nature of the Florida 
landscape with the exotic foods he encountered. Perched on a 
bank of the Indian River just outside of Lake Worth, Drysdale 
noted that the vista "was a bright and radiant Eden under the 
warm morning sun, high up on a bluff, embowered in cocoanut 
trees and palmettos, brilliant with flowers." He described the 
hotel as a garden with "vast quantities of guavas .... Avocado pear 
trees, sugar apples, custard apples, papaws, and most of the fruits 
that flourish in the  tropic^."'^ 
Gastronomic travelogues like Drysdale's, which lent credence 
to the Edenic myths propagated by earlier Florida writers, found 
their way into the households of many urban northerners who 
encountered the physical fruits of a Florida paradise in local mar- 
kets. City marketplaces turned myth into culinary reality by provid- 
ing consumers with tangible representations of a place they only 
knew through story. Thus, before the swells of tourists hit the 
beaches of the Florida coast in the 1920s, one could safely argue 
that most middle-class Americans first knew the Sunshine State 
through the produce it sent north. Diners participated in a 
unique type of culinary tourism that linked their minds, desires, 
and households to the Florida environment. In the process, their 
culinary culture helped to transform a landscape hundreds of 
miles away. In 191 1, for instance, the Chicago Tdune published 
Mary Hamilton Talbott's essay "Something New to Eat," which 
helped its Midwestern readers understand "new fruits and vegeta- 
bles which he [Uncle Sam] has sent men to the most inaccessible 
places of the earth to obtain." The avocado, she suggested, was one 
of Florida's most exotic delicacies, yet "where products of the trop- 
ics are appreciated it is already much used. It comes North from 
Florida at a time when hostesses are thinking of new and attractive 
things to add to the menu, and it is on the market from fall until 
10. William Drysdale, "A Journey to Lake Worth," The Neu Ymk Times, 23 February 
1891. Original spelling kept. 
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spring."" Exotic produce fi-om the state allowed consumers a 
sneak preview of Florida on their dinner table. 
Although Florida's interwar growth paled in comparison to its 
post W I  boom, the first significant wave of tourists and trans- 
plants who traveled down the Florida peninsula in the 1920s 
encountered the sweeping tropical Eden they had both sampled in 
their kitchens and read about in story. Building on their experi- 
ences at the dinner table, interwar tourists participated in much 
more than the visual consumption of the landscape; they enjoyed 
its gastronomic consumption as well. Eating local foods from local 
landscapes represented the keystone of their traveling experience. 
Florida visitors relished the guavas, mangos, papayas and coconuts 
they had first encountered in their local markets and in literature. 
This Edenic provender, straight from the Florida Garden, reified 
the tourist experience by reinforcing the fact that Florida indeed 
epitomized a tropical paradise on a plate. 
Even more emblematic of this exotic paradise, though, were gas- 
tronomic treats that visitors could not find in their local markets. 
Whereas the consumption of tropical fruits conflated the Florida of 
dreams with the Florida of reality, the ingestion of products from the 
Atlantic Ocean and Gulf of Mexico confirmed that visitors had 
arrived in a place much different than their prosaic homes. Like 
h i t s  of the land, h i t s  horn the sea--scallops, oysters, snapper, 
grouper, turtle, and mackerel-appeared plentiful and abundant. 
Unlike other tropical Florida produce, however, inadequate com- 
mercial transportation combined with unsophisticated refrigeration 
technology to limit fresh seafood in the diets of most middle class 
Americans. This is not to say that gourmets in larger land-locked 
metropolises like Denver, Chicago, St. Louis, or Kansas City did not 
receive the occasional shipment of Chesapeake Bay oysters or Maine 
lobsters; such deliveries, however, were rare and reserved for those 
with the deepest pocketbooks. The growing number of restaurants 
on the Florida coasts, then, sewed seafood not only because it was 
abundant, easy to obtain, and therefore inexpensive but also because 
the consumption of marine life validated a travelers' experience in a 
way beef, venison, pork, potatoes, and apple pie could not1* 
11. Mary Hamilton Talbott, "Something New To Eat," The Chicago Daily Tribune, 
27 August 1911. 
12. For American foodways during this period see Harvey Levenstein, Rarolution 
at the Table.- The Transfmation of the American Diet (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2003). 
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Three generations of the Weiss family at Joe's Stone Crab. Image courtesy of 
Historical Museum of South Florida. 
Joseph and Jennie Weiss, two Hungarian immigrants who 
moved to South Florida in 1913, owned one such restaurant. 
Located where the southernmost tongue of Miami Beach slipped 
into the waters of Biscayne Bay, Joe's Restaurant, as it was known 
until it became Joe's Stone Crab in 1945, sewed breakfast, lunch, 
and dinner to those who sought to visually and gastronomically 
consume the paradise by which they were surrounded. Flanked by 
Carl Fisher's famous Flamingo Hotel, business at Joe's Restaurant 
grew with the tourist trade during the 1920s7 leading to the expan- 
sion of the restaurant in 1930.13 Throughout the 1920s, Joe, 
Jennie, and their son Jessie served sunbathers, gamblers, business- 
men and other visitors. Menus included shrimp, turtle, mackerel, 
tropical fruits, eggs, and potatoes. But what made Jennie, Jesse, 
and Joe famous was the inclusion of a crab known since the 1880s 
by the United States Bureau of Fisheries as Menippe mercenaria. 
Florida locals knew it as stone crab. 
13. Howard IUeinberg, Miami Beach: A History (Miami: Centennial Press, 1994). 
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Residents of coastal communities from the Carolinas through 
Texas consumed the stone crab as surely as Native Americans had 
before them. In sparsely-settled seashore towns-an apt descrip 
don of all the late nineteenth and early twentieth-century coastal 
communities in the South-stone crabs were abundant and easy to 
procure. On exposed tidal flats, crabs could be taken at low tide 
by shoving a reinforced rod into the crustacean's burrow. The crab 
latched on to the pole; the crabber pulled the crab from the sand; 
the crab first landed in the bottom of a basket and next in the bot- 
tom of a stomach.14 In 1902, A.B. Alexander from the U.S. Bureau 
of Fisheries reported that fishermen landed 12,000 crabs in Florida 
alone. Nearly all of them came into Monroe Country, presumably 
onto the gnarled docks of Key west.15 This surely represented a 
conservative estimate as most of the crabs caught at the turn of the 
century found their way into the domestic economy far from the 
gaze of fisheries officials. In this way, stone crabs were available to 
residents in places such as Key West, Cedar Key, Tampa, and 
Miami as a sustenance food procured through gathering. 
Yet tourist landscapes, culinary and otherwise, are cultural pro- 
ductions that often elide reality. Tourists to Weiss' establishment 
knew little about the stone crabs caught along the coast, their 
place in local culinary cultures, or the work involved in their pro- 
curement. Additionally, stone crabs looked and tasted like noth- 
ing else tourists had ever seen or consumed. Fruits and fish had 
traveled north before, but the ocher claws with pincers the deep 
color of a night sky appeared completely foreign. Because of a 
tourist's inability to associate Menippe with anything else in their 
gastronomic repertoire, the Weiss's established their diners' 
fmmework for understanding the consumption of the crustacean. 
The owners ofJoe's Restaurant told their own story about the exot- 
ic and foreign creature; a story that tapped the most important 
images of a paradisiacal Florida. No one knows when the first 
14. George Brown Goode, "Crustaceans, Worms, Radiates, and Sponges, The 
Fisheries and Fishery lizdustrim of the United States (Washington D.C. Government 
Printing Office, 1884), 772-774; George Brown Goode, "The crab, lobster, 
crayfish, rock lobster, shrimp, and prawn fisheries," The Fisheries and Fishery 
Indust* of the United Statm (Washington D.C. Government Printing Ofice, 
1887), 650-651; William Schroeder, "Fisheries of Key West and the Clam 
Industry of Southern Florida," Bureau of Fisheries Document 962 (Washington 
D.C. Government Printing Office, 1924), 48-51. 
15. A.B. Alexander, "Gulf Coast Report," Bulletin of the United States Fish 
Commission (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1902), 41 1-421. 
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guest asked Weiss about the crab, or when he spun the tale for the 
first time. The story most likely evolved (as most stories do) dur- 
ing the tourist boom of the 1920s. By 1930, the tale went some- 
thing like this: 
In 1921, in the midst of a bustling winter season, a college 
professor and an employee from the Miami Beach 
Aquarium arrived at the back door of Joe's Restaurant 
with a burlap sack full of Menippe mercenaria. Weiss 
inquired about the gentlemen, who explained that they 
knew that Joe possessed unmatched culinary acumen and 
wondered if he could do anything with the crabs. No one 
had ever eaten the crab before, but they covered some 
parts of Biscayne Bay like black ants would a lollipop fall- 
en to the ground on a muggy South Florida afternoon. 
Weiss decided to boil them in water, toss a few on a plate, 
and sit down with his guests to see how they turned out. 
Voila!-the ugly crustacean that scurried along the shores 
of the region turned out to be a gastronomic masterpiece 
of the natural world. Nature had thus prdvided him with 
his ticket to wealth and culinary stardom.16 
The story Weiss told his guests embodied many of the tropes 
of the Edenic narrative propounded by Stowe, Irving, Bartram, 
and Bryan. Miami Beach, in Weiss's tale, represents a land of little 
work and big opportunity; he simply stood at his doorstep and des- 
tiny intervened. Similar to those contemporary boosters who 
claimed that Everglades muck produced fruits and vegetables with- 
out human labor, Weiss's story hides the sweat on the brows of 
Biscayne Bay fishermen and masks the calluses on the feet of 
Miami Beach crabbers." In his yarn, Florida also exists as para- 
dise. A food that many diners claimed could not be surpassed in 
excellence lived in such abundance that they arrived at Joe's not by 
16. Jo Ann Bass and Richard Sax, Eat at Joe's: The Joe's Stone Crab Restaurant 
Cookbook (San Francisco: Bay Books, 2000); Jack McClintock, "How Stone 
Crab Became a Delicacy," Miami Herald Magazine (January 1975); The Miami 
Nms, 28 December 1954. For a more complete analysis of the story and its cul- 
tural implications: Nicolaas Mink, "Selling the Storied Stone Crab: Eating, 
Ecology, and the Creation of South Florida Culture," Gastrmumica:Journal of 
Food and Culture 6:4 (Fall 2006), 3243. 
17. For the most complete account of agricultural boosters in the Everglades see 
David McCally, The Everglades: An  Environmenlal History (Gainesville: 
University Press of Florida, 2000), 84174. 
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the pound or the dozen, but by the sack. Indeed, the Garden 
could not have provided better. 
The story also had profound and far reaching consequences. 
It linked paradise with stone crabs and tied them to the Miami 
Beach landscape, imbuing the crabs with potent cultural value 
they might not have otherwise. In the process, it allowed Weiss to 
prosper for precisely the same reasons that spurred development 
and growth of the Florida coasts. Weiss' tale became a type of folk- 
lore told across time and space to help create a cuisine unique to 
the region.18 Despite the fact that local waters off the Carolinas, 
Georgia, Louisiana., and Texas held the ecological potential to 
yield enough crabs to sustain a commercial industry, Weiss's story 
made stone crabs South Florida's. Far more than sustenance, they 
became mythic creatures and symbolic food; their claws embodied 
a Florida Eden with a capitol at Joe's Restaurant on Miami Beach.lg 
Linked to Eden, the harvest of stone crabs increased dramati- 
cally. From a catch of 10,000 pounds in 1902, the take by 1928 
grew by more than ten times. In that year, crabbers landed more 
than 100,000 pounds of the decapod in Monroe, Dade, and 
Pinellas Counties with the use of crab pots first designed to catch 
spiny lobsters. In 1923,' the U.S. Bureau of Fisheries' William 
Schroeder, who completed the most comprehensive Federal 
report on South Florida fisheries during the first quarter of the 
twentieth century, recognized: "The Florida stone crab (Men@e 
mercenaria) is the only species of crab that is of commercial impor- 
tance in South F l ~ r i d a . " ~ ~  He considered the crab one of the most 
important products of the Key West fishery. These crabs sold for 
thirteen cents a pound, nearly double the cost of Florida's other 
famous crustacean, the spiny lobster. Joe's Restaurant demolished 
all previous sales figures in 1929. In that same year, the demand 
for stone crab generated largely by tourists led to such scarcity that 
18. For the importance of folklore to regional and ethnic foodways see Charles 
Camp, American Foodways: What, When, Why and How We Eat in America (Little 
Rock: August Home, 1989). 
19. For an erudite and far reaching treatment on how food transforms from sim- 
ply nourishment to a marker and symbol of a given culture: Michael Owen 
Jones, "Food Choice, Symbolism, and Identity: Bread-and-Butter Issues for 
Folkloristics and Nutrition Studies," Journal of American Folk Lme 120:476 
(Spring 200'7) : 129-1 79. 
20. Schroeder, "Key West Fisheries," 48-51. Misspelling in the original. 
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the state legislature of Florida passed its first Menippe conservation 
law. It imposed a closed season from March 21 to July 21 and 
required all crabs harvested to measure ten inches from claw to 
claw.*l Joe's late 1920s boom and high stone crab prices helped 
produce the state's conservation measures, suggesting also that 
nearly two decades before the massive influx of post WWII immi- 
grants descended upon the coast, the stone crab had clawed its way 
to cultural importance in the region. 
By the Great Depression, the value of these symbolic claws led 
to conditions of scarcity that transformed both the eating and the 
gathering of the crustacean in unexpected ways. The demand for 
stone crabs diminished little even as the Florida land boom sub- 
sided and many Americans struggled to earn a living. The reason 
for this is a bit unclear, but the most likely explanation stems from 
the fact that most of America's wealthy found themselves 
unscathed by the social and economic catastrophe. People like 
jack Dempsey, Damon Runyon, J. Edgar Hoover, Sophie Tucker, 
Walter Winchell, and others continued to enjoy Florida's tropical 
landscapes and exotic foods. In 1938, The New Ymk Times reported 
that regular shipments of stone crabs arrived daily from Florida to 
feed the wealthy gourmets of the city.22 In a 1939 article in Esquire 
Magazine, author Bruce Henry speculated that stone crabs might 
be "tops on the menu at a 1939 conclave of epicures."23 According 
to one waiter at Joe's Restaurant: "They comes, they goes; some eat 
steak, some eat fish.. .but the gentry eats crabslne4 Although one 
should not take this contention too far, as plenty of crabbers still 
fished solely for sustenance and local markets, a significant change 
in stone crab consumption had occurred: in just thirty years, many 
tourists who ate stone crabs did so both to confirm social privilege 
and to demarcate class boundaries. 
The production of a Florida culinary Eden entailed more than 
a steep economic price. As with the draining of the Everglades to 
cultivate crops and the dredging of Biscayne Bay to provide new 
land for mansions and hotels, the ecological consequences of such 
21. "An Act to Regulate the Shipment and Catching of Stone Crabs in the State 
of Florida" in GewuE Acts and Resolutions Adopied by the Legislature of Rmida 
Volume I (Tallahassee, Florida: T.J Appleyard, 1929), 1 10. 
22. "Fresh Food By Plane Delights the Gourmet," The New Y d  Times 13 February 
1938. 
23. Bruce Henry, "The Gentry Eats Crabs," Esquire (February 1939), 44. 
24. Ibid., 136. 
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pursuits proved costly as well. By 1935, the South Florida stone 
crab fishery lay in such shambles that the state outlawed all com- 
mercial stone crabbing south of Latitude 25.50 North, the 
Meridian line separating Miami Beach from Biscayne Bay.25 Stone 
crabs in Biscayne Bay south to the Keys were off limits. The same 
Esquire article that heralded the crab as the ultimate food of 
America's rich simultaneously lamented that "because there is 
always a tremendous demand for his claws, stone crabs will be 
unknown to prosperity. The Keys are all but depleted of them. It 
must be a disheartening thought to Those Who Have Eaten to 
know that millions yet unborn will never experience the unadulter- 
ated joy which comes from such a And yet: the paucity of 
stone crab in the waters off the coast of Miami Beach and the Keys 
failed to stop epicures from devouring the crustacean. While the 
1936 catch of stone crab plummeted in Dade and Monroe 
Counties, it boomed in Charlotte, Wakulla, Manatee and Lee 
~ount ies .~ '  Improvements in transportation infrastructure 
allowed consumers to bypass the South Florida stone crab scarcity 
and get their crabs from other, more distant, locations. For a few 
years, the 1935 act, while providing protection for the decapod, 
only buttressed the symbolic value of the crustacean in high-end 
East Coast establishments by reinforcing the food's scarcity, a 
scarcity that mattered little to the wealthy diners who may have 
even welcomed the heightened elitism associated with the cost of 
shipping stone crab across the state. 
More importantly, the act fundamentally altered the geogra- 
phies of the harvest by forcing crabbers to search in new places to 
satisfy the tourist appetite for stone crab. As a result of the com- 
pletion of the Tamiami Trail in 1928, those in search of Menz$pe 
could now easily access and transport crabs from Florida Bay 
though a western and northern terminus that lay outside the pro- 
hibited region. At Latitude 25.51 North, the docks of Everglades 
25. "An Act to Prohibit the Catching or Taking of Stone Crabs, in the Waters of 
the State of Florida Lying South of Latitude 25 Degrees 50 Minutes North, by 
the Use of Traps, Lobster Pots, or Other Equipment of Like Nature, and 
Providing a Penalty for the Violation Thereof," in General Acts and Resolutions 
Adopted by the LeNZuture of Florida Volume I .  (Tallahassee: State of Florida, 
1935), 41 5. 
26. Bruce Henry, "The Gentry Eats Crabs," 136. 
2'7. R. H. Fiedler, "Fishery Industries of the United States, 1937" Report of the 
Commissioner of Fisheries (Washington D.C.: Government Printing Office, 
1938), 334349. 
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City-a frontier outpost at the southern tip of newly-created 
Collier County populated by some of Florida's most infamous 
criminals, poachers, drug smugglers and bootleggers-allowed 
fishermen access to a new aquatic commons.28 The temporary 
death of commercial stone crab fishing in Biscayne Bay and the 
Keys brought about by the state's conservation laws unexpectedly 
proved a boon to Everglades City fishermen as well as those who 
ate Menifpe. A previously untapped resource, crabbers now 
scoured the northwest corner of Florida Bay for crustaceans, find- 
ing seemingly infinite stocks that eventually supplied South 
Florida's desire for stone crab into the twenty-first century. 
The boom in population and tourism that Florida experi- 
enced after World War II significantly increased the demand for 
the crustacean on the state's coasts. At first glance this boom might 
seem similar to the 1920s, but the technological, social and ecolog- 
ical conditions associated with post W I  growth differed from the 
earlier era. While tourists and immigrants arrived to consume the 
same paradise as earlier visitors, this post-war Eden represented a 
more democratically-oriented one. The extension and improve- 
ment of roads coupled with the proliferation of the automobile 
allowed visitors to experience Florida on the cheap. Tin-can 
tourists found their own paradise by staying in kitschy motels, 
sleeping on beaches, camping in a newly-established system of 
state parks, and squatting in vacant municipal lots.29 Whereas ram- 
pant speculation priced many Americans out of the 1920s land 
boom, low cost methods of building tract homes on vacant ranch- 
lands and drained swamps allowed middle class Americans to 
afford their own piece of this dream state.30 
Postwar tourists and transplants consumed stone crab in 
record numbers in the first two decades after World War 11. In 
1952, the first year Florida kept an official record of the catch, fish- 
ermen landedjust 100,000 pounds of crab. By 1972, more than two 
million pounds came to shore.31 Over a million pounds came into 
28. Charles Tebeau, Fbida's Last Frontier The Hisby of Collier County (Miami: 
University of Miami Press, 1985) and The Lived in the Park: The Stmy of man in 
the Emglades National Park (Miami: Everglades Natural History Association, 
1963). 
29. Lee Irby, "Taking out the Trailer Trash: The Battle Over Mobile Homes in St. 
Petersburg, Florida," The Horida Histmical Quarter4 79:3 (Fall 2000), 181-200. 
30. Gary Mormino, Land of Sunshine, State @Dreams, 11-75. 
31. For a detailed description of this growth: Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management 
Council, Final Environmental Impact Statement and Fishery Management Plan fw 
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Collier County through places like Everglades City from boats that 
fished the northwestern knd of Florida Bay, reaping the economic 
benefits of the unexpected consequences of the 1935 act. The dis- 
covery of the stone crab's own Eden in Florida Bay kept scarcity at 
bay. The high prices of the twenties and thirties never recurred. 
Moreover, crabbers noticed an adaptive trait that allowed them to 
pop off MeniP;be's claws and return them to the ocean where 
between ten and twenty-five percent of the crabs spawned and 
regenerated new appendages. Under these circumstances, supply 
often exceeded demand. Between 1952 and 1972, the dockside 
price of stone crab remained steady at fifty cents a pound without 
adjustment for inflation.32 At times prices dipped lower than that: 
in 1963, stone crabs were thirty-three cents a pound?3 
At prices less than a well-marbled steak, average Floridians and 
middle class tourists enjoyed the sweet meat of stone crab inexpen- 
sively and often. For new residents eating the crabs fulfilled their 
hopes of a Florida paradise by providing a treat far removed from 
the monotonous cornfields of the American Midwest or cramped 
conditions of the urban Northeast. As New York tourist, Edwin 
Parsons, noted near Tampa in 1956, "The seafood in this area is 
something to write home about .... Notable among these are the 
stone crabs, eaten either hot with drawn butter sauce or cold with 
mayonnaise. Here, people assert, the stone crab furnishes the 
most delicate of all crab meat."34 In 1966, one guide reviewing 
Joe's Stone Crab praised the restaurant's culinary namesake as 
Florida's greatest contribution to gastronomy and interestingly 
noted further that "[nlo lavish decor awaits diners at Joe's; if one 
hadn't been there in twenty years he would still find the main part 
of the restaurant ~nchanged."~~ This and similar reviews suggest 
the Stone Crab Fishery of the Gulf of Mexico (St. Petersburg: National Marine 
Fisheries Service, 1919), 11; Thomas Savage, James R. Sullivan, and Charles E. 
Kalman, "An Analysis of Stone Crab (Menippe mercenaria) Landings on 
Florida's West Coast, with a Brief Synopsis of the Fishery" -Rm.da Marine 
Research Publications 13 (St. Petersburg: Florida Department of Natural 
Resources, 1975; Theresa M. Bert ed. "Proceedings of a Symposium on Stone 
Crab (Genus Menippe) Biology and Fisheries" Flmida Marine Research 
Publications 50 (St. Petersburg: Florida Department of Natural Resources, 
1992). 
32. Savage, "An Analysis of Stone Crab," 3. 
33. Ibid. 
34. "Florida Seafood: Restaurants of the Gulf Shore Resorts Offer a Variety of 
Special Dishes," The New York Times 10 June 1956. 
35. Picot and Picot eds., Great Restaurants, 8485. 
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Cracking crabs at Joe's Stone Crab. Image courtesy of Historical Museum of South 
Florida. 
that the consumption of Menippe transcended many of its associa- 
tions with class and status during this period. Although their lim- 
ited shelf life added some economic value, stone crabs more 
closely mirrored Frostproof s oranges or Indian River's grape- 
fruit-they were emblems of tropical nature and not privilege.36 
Their consumption represented a middle-class way for a growing 
number of tourists and transplants to assimilate into Florida's trop- 
ical environment. 
With its abundance of a natural resource and a booming 
tourist and residential population, the stone crab market expand- 
ed throughout the 1950s and 60s. Moore's Stone Crab on 
Longboat Key and Monty's Stone Crab on South Beach-next to 
Joe's, the other most widely-venerated Florida restaurants to spe- 
cialize in serving the decapod-opened for business in 1967, 
36. For this idea using bananas as a case study, John Soluri, Banana Cultz~res: 
Agriculture, Consumption, and Environmental Change in Honduras and the United 
States (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2006). 
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fueled by the desire of a growing population to consume these 
claws of  den." Some, in fact, even took to older methods of 
procuring the crab with a steel-enforced rod and a giant net. "How 
many pounds of stone crabs are taken every year by amateurs is 
unknown, but the amount must be considerable," wrote New Y d  
Times reporter John Durant on assignment in Longboat Key. 
"During crab season, from Oct. 15 to June 1, hundreds of crabbers 
of both sexes and all ages roam the grassy flats of the bays. Along 
the Gulf Coast, which includes Tampa and Sarasota Bays, the yield 
of stone crabs in the thousand of acres of bay flats is high in a good 
Yet the placid gastronomic waters associated with this middle- 
class diners' paradise soon turned rough. By the late sixties and 
early seventies, state conservation officers and crabbers noticed 
that consumer demand for the crustaceans would soon outstrip 
supply. In 1971, Thomas Savage, a Meni@e specialist at Florida's 
Marine Research Laboratory in St. Petersburg, noted in a porten- 
tous tone that a concern for the future of the species promoted his 
research. "The stone crab, one of Florida's finest seafood delica- 
cies, has so far been plentiful enough to support an ever-growing 
fishery. Continued increase of Florida's citizenry," he warned, 
"will bring a comparable increase in demand for Florida's marine 
products, including stone crabs."39 After a decade of relaxing con- 
servation laws to furnish a larger supply, the state adopted its most 
stringent closed season ever. In 1969, it prohibited taking crabs 
from Florida waters between May 15 and October 15, forbidding 
the sale of the crustacean, even in its frozen state, to close loop 
holes in an illegal market.40 The Florida Department of Natural 
37. Monty's story see, The Mami Herald 21 May 1985. The Moore family began 
fishing for stone crabs in the 1920s, they opened their restaurant, though, in 
1967. See: Sally Fine, "Moore's Stone Crab Restaurant needs to return to the 
good food that made it successful," The Manatee 22 July 1984 and Sara 
Langenberg, "Moore's Specializes in Fresh Local Seafood," The Bradenton 
Herald, 10 December 1999. 
38. John Durant, "Pursuit of the Stone Crab a Fine Art in Florida," The Nau York 
Times, 31 March 1968. 
39. Thomas Savage, "Effect of Maintenance Parameters on Growth of the Stone 
Crab, MENIPPE kERCENARIA" S ' a l  ScientzJic Rqbd No. 28 (October 1971), 3. 
40. "An Act relation to salt water conservation; stone crab closed season; repeal- 
ing other laws in conflict; providing a penalty; providing an effective date," in 
General Aci3 and Resolutions Adopted by the First Legislalure of Florida Under the 
Constitutim as Revised in 1968 Volume 1, Part 1 (Tallahassee: State of Florida, 
1969). 
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Resources also banned the harvest of whole crabs in 19'73. 
Although most fishermen had employed the practice voluntarily 
for decades and the state had actually passed a short-lived claw- 
only law in 1953, the establishment of a claw-only harvest with a 
minimum claw size of 2 % inches further constricted the supply of 
crabs to consumers who clamored for meat. 
One should note a few things about this round of conservation 
legislation. At the time the legislation was passed, a claw with a 
2 % inch propodus would have surely seemed diminutive to those 
who ate stone crabs in restaurants. A 2 % inch claw generally pro- 
duces seven to eight claws a pound, far smaller than those served 
at restaurants up until that time. Such a law, then, likely created 
and codified a culinary market for smaller-than-average claws. 
These claws appeared on restaurant menus under the euphemistic 
label "medium." Moreover, the claws-only law altered the ways in 
which sustenance and non-commercial crabbers harvested 
Menippe. According to accounts before the passage of the 19'73 act, 
those who cooked crabs domestically utilized both the legs and the 
body meat. In their 1949 Key West Cookbook, for instance, the Key 
West Women's Club recommended that their readers make stone 
crab soufLlC or sautk with the meat from the body, while one report 
suggested that the flesh of the legs was a delicacy.41 Thus, such leg- 
islation promulgated the culinary myth that the crab's body con- 
tained virtually no edible meat, and therefore held little 
nutritional or economic value. 
After four decades of stability, claw prices rose like the Key 
West women's stone crab souffl6. Between 1952 and 19'72, the 
number of stone crabs landed on the coast increased twentyfold 
while the prices remained nearly stable. Between 19'72 and 1985, 
the landings of the crustacean doubled, from about one million to 
two million pounds of claws. The price per pound, however, 
climbed 38 percent annually.** The crab commons of Tampa, 
Florida and Biscayne Bays seemed to be faltering. This scarcity 
caused prices to climb, which pressured crabbers to sink more 
traps in Florida's inland waters. The number of traps in Florida's 
41. For legs: Durant, "Stone Crab a Fine Art." For body meat Key West Women's 
Club, Key West Cookbook, 77-78. 
42. Jenny L. Simonson and Randall J. Hochberg, "An Analysis of Stone Crab 
(Genus Menippe) Claws and Their Use in Interpreting Landings on Florida's 
West Coast," in Bert ed., Symposium on Stone Crab, 27. 
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waters grew from 60,000 to 420,000 in this period, but the catch 
per trap declined to a quarter of its 1960s levels.43 When stone 
crab fishermen pulled a trap onto their boats in 19'70, they could 
expect to find about fourteen pounds of claws; in 1985, that num- 
ber declined to less than four pounds. This was a volatile situation 
indeed: supply of a natural resource failed to meet consumer 
demand even with (and in many ways because of') the passage of 
conservation legislation that hoped to sustain the resource. The 
short supply encouraged the exertion of more labor and the 
investment of more capital in hopes of meeting that demand. In 
the case of Menippe, the surplus capital and labor failed to produce 
more supply and prices increased. 
The conditions that arose in the seventies and eighties eroded 
the ability of middle class visitors and residents to consume the 
crabs in ways they had previously enjoyed, caused deep and dead- 
ly conflict among crabbers who battled for this finite resource as 
the decline in stocks became more apparent, forced state scientists 
and federal bureaucrats to devise new conservation solutions to 
safeguard the supply of the crustacean, and allowed these claws of 
Eden-now with an economic value to match their regional cultur- 
al value-to be shipped around the United States to a growing 
number of fine dining restaurants that catered to the nouveau riche 
of the Baby Boom generation. 
Scientists and state conservation officials hoped to bolster sup 
ply by locating for other potential places outside Florida to establish 
commercial fisheries. University researchers and natural resource 
officers conducted studies off Port Aransas and Galveston Bay, 
Texas; Charleston, South Carolina; and Barataria Bay, Louisiana. 
Most studies concluded pessimistically and mirrored Dr. Andrew 
Landry's concerns. After a thorough survey of Galveston Bay, the 
Texas A and M professor concluded: "The potential for developing 
a directed stone crab fishery in Texas seems poor because of a lack 
of information on indigenous stocks, absence of in-state markets, 
and insufficient support from industry and government."* In other 
words, the foodstuff held little appeal without institutions like 
Moore's, Monty's, and Joe's as well as a belief by consumers that 
stone crabs provided a tangible piece of a Florida Eden. 
43. Ibid. 
44. Andrew Landry, "Characterization and Fishery Development Potential of 
Galveston Bay, Texas, Stone Crab (Mmippe Adina) Stocks," in Bert ed., 
Symposium on Stone Crab, 67-73. 
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While state officials attempted to find the next Florida Bay, 
federal legislation protecting the nation's natural resources 
poured from Washington in response to pressure from environ- 
mental groups. With the public enrapt with the doomsday scenar- 
ios expressed by authors like Barry Commoner and Rachel Carson 
and captivated by nightly television reports that featured burning 
rivers in Ohio and oil spills in California, Congress passed what has 
now become canonical environmental legislation: the Clean Air 
and Water Acts (1970), the National Environmental Policy Act 
(1969), the Marine Mammals Protection Act (1972), and the 
Endangered Species Act (1973) ." These acts, as important as they 
were, obscure the significance of two lesser known, yet equally 
important, pieces of legislation: the Coastal Zone Management Act 
of 19'72 and Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976.46 
These two laws transformed America's fisheries in ways that 
would have been unthinkable just a decade before. The Coastal 
Zone Management Act authorized the Federal government to ini- 
tiate a radical response to the perceived environmental destruc- 
tion of America's oceans while the Fishery Conservation and 
Management Act represented the culmination of this response. 
Combined, they dramatically expanded Federal power over mar- 
itime resources and divided the waters off the U.S. coasts into nine 
management zones overseen by representatives from private fish- 
eries, state officials and federal burea~crats .~~ Off the Florida 
coast, the legislation extended federal jurisdiction into state-man- 
aged waters and created $he Gulf of Mexico Fisheries Management 
Council to administer this new marine territ01-y.~~ The acts con- 
strained fishermen, states, and other nations in order to better 
manage marine resources for not only human consumers, but also 
for animals that relied on ocean life. According to historian 
Arthur McEvoy, the CZMA and FCMA represented the most 
important and far-sighted pieces of federal legislation in regards to 
marine ecology and fisheries management ever passed. Yet given 
45. Hal Rothman, The Greening of a Nation?: Environmentalism in the U.S. Since 1945 
(Fort Worth: Harcourt Brace, 1998). 
46. Arthur McEvoy, The Fishman's Problem: Ecology and Law in  the Califmnia 
Fisheries, 1850-1 980 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986), 187-247. 
47. Ibid. 
48. Craig R. 0' Connor, "The Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 
1976: The Regulatory Framework for Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management," 
University of Miami Sea Grant Special Rqbort No. 15 (Coral Cables: University of 
Miami, 1978). 
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the particular conditions surrounding the production and con- 
sumption of stone crab, these acts, at least at the begnning of their 
implementation, proved disastrous. The laws left a sour taste in the 
mouths of those who enjoyed stone crab. 
The transition from state to federal conservation management 
in the stone crab industry was difficult, contentious, and contested. 
It forced consumers to pay higher prices for Menippe and reorgan- 
ized a fisherman's relationships with waters, governments, con- 
sumers, and other fishermen. The slow and complex transition 
had as much to do with the genus Penaeu-Florida's prized pink 
shrimp-as it did with Menippe. As prices doubled between seasons 
during the seventies, stone crabbers stalked their prey further 
from land, until their traps reached an area known by fishermen 
and state officials as the Dry Tortugas Nursery Ground. On a map, 
this area marks the end of Florida Bay and the beginning of the 
Gulf of Mexico. Florida had denied shrimpers the right to fish the 
nursery since 1953, as the milky, nutrient rich waters offered an 
important sanctuary for maturing shrimp. With the desire of turn- 
ing consumer demand into a lucrative profit, stone crabbers had 
crawled into the area to exploit a previously unexploited resource 
for claws. By the middle of the seventies, a self-imposed boundary 
between crabbers and shrimpers existed at the nursery ground: 
crabbers fished on and inside the grounds and shrimpers fished 
on the Gulf side of the nursery area.49 
Because of the methods of harvest, which have remained near- 
ly unchanged during the twentieth century, crabbers and 
shrimpers cannot occupy the same fishing grounds. Crabbers 
deploy stationary crab pots attached to buoys to mark their loca- 
tion. After as much as ten days on the bottom of an ocean floor, 
crabbers retrieve their traps with a pot load of Menippe. Shrimpers, 
on the other hand, trawl with large nets at night, the only time the 
nocturnal pink shrimp can be caught. Even under a full moon 
reflecting off the incandescent waters of a placid bay, shrimpers 
have a difficult time detecting the floating beacons that mark the 
placement of crab traps. The trawling nets tangle in the ropes of 
the crabbers' buoys; shrimpers then cut the buoys, releasing both 
their nets and the traps themselves. According to crabbers, 
shrimpers cut buoys before they fish certain areas. According to 
shrimpers, crabbers sabotage their trawling by dropping barbed 
49. GMFMC, Final Environmental Impact Statement, 1-21. 
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wire in the bays, which destroys shrimpers'nets. Fishermen call this 
gear conflict, which they avoid by fishing separate areas. Through 
the first three-quarters of the twentieth-century, that is more or less 
what happened. 
Yet philanthropic conservation legislation sometimes has 
adverse impacts. The 1972 Coastal Zone Management Act ques- 
tioned Florida's legal authority to prohibit shrirnping in the Dry 
Tortugas Nursery Grounds. In 1975, the U.S Supreme Court in 
U.S. m. norida ruled in a landmark case regarding rights to mar- 
itime resources that Florida held no constitutional right to declare 
the nursery grounds off limit to shrimpers.50 In response to this 
ruling, the Nursery Grounds opened to shrimpers. These were not 
any shrimpers, either. They were coming from outside of local 
Florida Bay communities to reap wealth from waters that crabbers 
envisioned as their own. As officials scurried to implement the 
management plans of the Fishery Conservation and Management 
Act, crabbers on the border between Florida Bay and the Gulf of 
Mexico found their own way to manage the region: violence. "If 
shrimpers don't get out of our waters," grumbled a crabber in 
Everglades City at the height of the maritime turf wars in 1978, 
"we're going to have to put some of their boats on the bottom. ..I 
figure if you put enough bullet holes between the waterline of one 
of those shrimpers, she'll go under like a lead weight." "The 
shrimpers don't care none about our traps unless the law is out 
there every night," quipped Billy Potter, the captain of Hard 
Times. "We can hear them on our radios, laughing about how they 
just tore up some crab traps."51 
Economic losses in the hundreds of thousands of dollars 
mounted as both shrimpers and crabbers lost time, labor, and cap- 
ital in their fight with one another. The sound of gunfire echoed 
nightly off the normally calm waters of Florida Bay where crabbers 
defended their territory from the ecological invaders as fiercely as 
did the crab which they sought to catch. As members of the newly- 
created Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council hurried to 
devise a solution to the problem, the U.S. Coast Guard designated 
an emergency boundary between shrimpers and stone crabbers. 
50. Bruce A. Smathers, "Florida Controls Offshore Waters," Flmirla Consmation 
News (June 1975), 2. 
51. Jon Nordheimer, "Shrimpers and Crabbers Fighting It Out for Rights to 
Florida Waters," The N m  Ymk Times, 8 April 1978. 
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The boundary was unenforceable. The violence subsided little. 
After discussions with crabbers and shrimpers that included a 
round of town hall meetings, the GMFC implemented a line of 
separation between the two parties that went into effect in time for 
the 1979-1980 stone crab season.52 It proved much more effective 
in mitigating conflict than the earlier haphazard plan of the Coast 
Guard. 
Another equally volatile dispute erupted just off the coast 
north of Tampa in the waters adjacent to Citrus, Hernando, and 
Pasco counties. As yields leveled off in the Collier/Monroe County 
region during the late sixties and early seventies, the catch in this 
area grew to considerable importance. By the middle of the 1970s, 
a region that produced less than five percent of Florida's stone 
crab haul a decade earlier now accounted for almost one-fifth of 
the state's harvest. The conflict in the tri-county areas, as it was 
locally known, stemmed not from the usurpation of a state conser- 
vation vision by the national government, but from the contested 
boundaries between state and federal jurisdiction. The Fishery 
Conservation and Management Act officially set the boundary 
between state and federal waters at nine nautical miles off the Gulf 
Coast. Once set, stone crabbers and shrimpers stood by a gentle- 
man's agreement that gave crabbers rights to federal waters and 
shrimpers rights to state's.53 
But nature, and all the things that people desire from it, cares 
little about human proscribed boundaries and demarcations." As 
more stone crabbers moved into the area in hopes of striking it 
rich by peddling their expensive claws to consumers, and more 
shrimpers followed the schools of Penaeus with guide of powerful 
halogen bulbs, the system broke down. Chasing crab and shrimp 
back and forth across the federal frontier, fishermen increasingly 
found themselves tangled uncomfortably in each other's gear, 
lives, and livelihoods. The conflict expanded in the early eighties 
as bait shrimpers fought against commercial shrimpers, stone crab- 
bers complained about newcomers to their industry, and the state 
of Florida in partnership with the Gulf of Mexico Fisheries Council 
52. GMFMC, Final Environmental Impact Statement, 1-79. 
53. Mary Overbey, "Social and Economic Factors in the Stone Crab and Shrimp 
Fisheries Conflict on Florida's Gulf of Mexico Coast," in Bert ed., Symposium 
on Stmze Crab, 36-42. 
54. Ted Steinberg, Slide Mountain, or, The Folly of Owning Nature (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1995). 
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and the National Marine Fisheries Service worked to adopt a plan 
that satisfied everyone. In 1984, officials reached an agreement- 
with sustained concern from commercial shrimpers-that cut 
across state and federal b~undar ies .~~ 
The conflicts off the waters of Cedar Key and Everglades City 
should be seen as small events in a much larger transformation in 
stone crab production and consumption. The legal reorganiza- 
tion of state and national sea jurisdictions, the incompatibility of 
two methods of maritime resource extraction, and the growing 
scarcity of a highly-desired regional food imbued with cultural, nat- 
ural, and class meanings encouraged crabbers and shrimpers to 
confront one another in a battle that extended far beyond a 
remote piece of ocean-into the offices of conservation officials 
and scientists, into the kitchens of high end restaurants, seafood 
shops, and supermarkets, and ultimately into the stomachs of peo- 
ple who dined on both Men@pe and Penaeus. 
In some ways, this transformation mirrored the earlier one in 
the 1920s and 1930s. Desire for a finite food led to a paucity of the 
commodity, which in turn lent economic value to an item that 
already held potent cultural value because of its association with a 
particular place. This economic and cultural value played an 
important role in the enactment of new conservation legislation 
that in turn caused class and labor tensions, which remained dis- 
tant from those who increasingly devoured the claws at restaurants 
in the region. These conditions existed in the 1980s as well. Yet 
that decade also witnessed both the coming of age of the Baby 
Boomer generation, signaling a reorientation of values, ethics, and 
rituals associated with eating, and the rebirth of Miami Beach as a 
tourist paradise for this same generation of Americans. 
During this period, a growing group of professionals who 
often paraded under the moniker "foodie" utilized food, and 
knowledge of food, to highlight their status, ethics, and sophistica- 
tion. These new American gourmands emphasized the natural, 
wild-caught, organic, fresh, local, regional, ethnic, unprocessed, 
and sustainable natures of their pr0vender.5~ People began to tell 
new stories about foods that emphasized these traits. Filet mignon 
55. Overbey,"Social and Economic Factors" 36-42. 
56. Harvey Levenstein, Paradox qPlen9: A Social Hi* of Eating in Modem America 
Rev. Ed. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003), 195.226. For a more 
general look at this generation see David Brooks, Bobos in Paradise: The New 
Upper Class and Hour Thq, Got There (New York: Simon and Schuster, 2000). 
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became grass-fed, hormone-free tenderloin of Angus beef from 
Sweet Water Ranch in Livingston, Montana; a dish such as salmon 
transformed into line-caught king salmon harvested off the coast 
of Juneau, Alaska, by Tlingit natives. Writer Michael Pollan has 
called these new narratives about food the supermarket pastoral; 
for Pollan and others like him, they are potent reminders of a 
food's link to place, time, and production. Yet because of these 
gourmets' willingness and ability to pay high prices for these qual- 
ities, many others simply found these new trenchermen food 
snobs.57 
Stone crab claws seemed to fit perfectly into this new gastro- 
nomic order of the 1980s. In one way or another they embodied- 
or could be made to embody-the traits foodies embraced. They 
were the ultimate regional cuisine, caught locally, always fresh, 
connected to place, harvested sustainably, and unprocessed prod- 
ucts of nature. Nevertheless, some of these traits underwent mod- 
ification in order to fit better into this new culinary schema. 
Evidence suggests that many in the 1950s and 1960s saw the con- 
servation practice of declawing crabs inhumane. "The conserva- 
tion laws [are] cruel sounding" speculated cookbook author 
Marian Tracy.58 By the 1980s, however, popping the claws off 
Menippe and tossing the defenseless, helpless, and most likely dead 
crab back into the ocean constituted an act of high philanthropy. 
"Unlike all other crustaceans sold commercially, stone crabs.. .have 
the distinction of being recyclable. The licensed fishermen.. .tears 
off one or both claws, and returns the crab to the sea where it 
will.. .grow new. ..claws.. .to replace those it has lost," wrote 
Malabar Hornblower for The N m  Ymk Times in 1989 .~~  With a bit 
of linguistic tailoring, the stone crab represented nature's perfect 
food while the popular interpretation of conservation laws could 
go from cruel to kind. 
This revaluation of the American diet coincided with and was 
a product of many of the same social forces that created the 
tremendous boom in popularity and prestige in Miami Beach. 
During this period, South Beach witnessed a Phoenix-like ascent 
57. Michael Pollan, The Omnivore's Dilemma: A Natural History of Four Meals (New 
York: Penguin, 2006). 
58. Marian Tracy, The Shellfish Cookbook (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill Company, 
1965), 33. 
59. Malabar Hornblower, "Florida's Messy Marvels," The New York Times, 29 
October 1989. 
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from the ashes of squalor to become one of the trendiest, hip, and 
wealthy communities in the United States, drawing tourists back to 
the prized beaches that made Miami Beach one of the premier 
post-war destinations for American tourists. In the early 1980s, 
developers derided South Beach as a ghetto of elderly Jews, 
refugees from Castro's infamous Marie1 Boatlift, and poor African 
Americans who escaped Miami after the city's deadly race riots in 
1980.60 In 1982, however, the Miami Beach City Council lifted a 
decade-long building moratorium, allowing developers to pour 
hundreds of millions of dollars into the area. Developers built new 
structures and refurbished the Art Deco district. The Cardozo and 
the Carlyle, two of the city's most famous tourist institutions, 
reopened in December 1982 with big bands and white-gloved 
~onc ie rge .~~  In 1984, Miami Vice debuted in NBC's fall line up on 
Friday nights. The television serial acquainted its viewers with a 
Miami Beach far removed from the geriatric imagery to which 
many of a younger generation were accustomed. Don Johnson's 
pastel colors, dark shades, and smooth moves symbolized a new 
Miami paradise where young replaced old, wealth replaced pover- 
ty, and sexy replaced saggy.62 By 1986, half of the fifq buildings on 
Ocean Drive had new owners. In four years, thirty two developers 
poured $80 million into a few blocks of recently derelict real 
estate.63 A tourist paradise, it seemed, had returned to the south- 
ern tip of Florida. 
Joe's Stone Crab helped lead the redevelopment of South 
Beach and in the process reinvigorated its own status as a restau- 
rant by catering to wealthy consumers, both tourist and local. With 
its growth directly tied to the rising stone crab prices caused in 
some measure by the labor expended as a consequence of the new 
Federal conservation legislation, Joe's not only remodeled its din- 
ing room and built a parking garage, processing facility, and take 
away senice but it also set up its own wholesale business, Stone 
Crabs Incorporated. This corporate subsidiary supplied local 
South Florida institutions like Monty's Stone Crab, Billy's Stone 
Crab, and the Rusty Pelican as well as Legal Seafoods in Boston 
60. M. Barron Stofik, Saving South Beach (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 
2005) and Bruce Porter and Marvin Dunn, The Miami Riot of 1980: Crossing the 
Bounds (Lexington, MA: Lexington Books, 1984. 
61. Stofik, Saving South Beach, 87. 
62. Ibid., 107. 
63. Ibid., 139-144. 
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and Grand Central Oyster Bay in New Y ~ r k . ~ ~  By 1985, Stone 
Crabs Incorporated was supplying consumers in Japan with stone 
crab to be sold at Osaka and Tokyo Joe's-a collaboration between 
Joe's Stone Crab and Duskin Corporation, a producer of house- 
hold cleaners.65 Florida's stone crabs had entered the global mar- 
ketplace by the end of the 1980s. 
Dockside, crabbers tossed more pots overboard in hopes of 
cashing in on the fabulous wealth that a luxury item like stone crab 
could bring. Between 1990 and 2005, the Maippe catch remained 
relatively stable, fluctuating between 2.5 and 3.5 million pounds of 
claws every season.66 Yet crabbers continued to bait more traps, 
decreasing yield per pot, increasing human labor, and diminishing 
the supply of the larger claws from crabs that now had very little 
chance of escaping the four or more years needed to grow the 
monster appendages that wealthy diners enjoyed. In response, the 
state of Florida introduced a trap reduction program in the mid- 
1990s in hopes of conserving the labor of fishermen. Ironically, 
Florida was now protecting both crabs and fishermen from the 
desires of those who wished to consume a part of paradise.67 
Crabber Charles "Orlo" Hilton's story illustrates this change nice- 
ly. In 1976, Hilton moved to Everglades City from Miami in search 
of both blue crabs and a more tranquil life. After witnessing the 
returns of stone crabbers in the region, Hilton began fishing 
almost exclusively for Menippe by the middle of the 1980s. In so 
doing, he earned enough money to purchase Triad Seafood 
Market in Everglades City, where he catered to a growing contin- 
gent of businessmen, doctors, and lawyers who sought his freshest 
and largest claws. On chartered flights or private jets, these profes- 
sionals flew into Everglades City's tiny airport to dine on the 
biggest appendages Hilton could catch. "The jumbo claws-the 
64. Steven Raichlen, "The Perfect Crab: It's All Claw," The New Ymk Times, 5 
January 2000. 
65. The Miami Herald 9 December 1982 and Mink, "Selling the Storied Stone 
Crab," 4041. For Japanese desire for Florida seafood in general: Jim Bleyer, 
"Trade Fair Affirms Japanese Receptive to Florida Seafood," FZom'da 
Consmation Nms (August 1979), 45 .  
66. Robert G. Muller, Theresa ill. Bert, and Susan D. Gerhart, "The 2006 Stock 
Assessment Update for the Stone Crab, Menippe ssp., Fishery of Florida" 
FZorida Marine Research Institute Publications (St. Petersburg: Florida Marine 
Research Institute, 2006), 147. 
67. Ibid. 
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economy's got nothing to do with 'em," Hilton explained of the 
claws the wealthy desired on their weekend jaunts to the remote 
fishing village. 68 
Tapping into this same market of wealthy businessmen who 
flew to Everglades City to dine on colossal claws, Joe's Stone Crab 
partnered with Icon enterprises to open a Joe's Prime Steak, 
Seafood, and Stone Crab in Chicago in 2001 and Las Vegas in 
2004. In the process, the Joe's Stone Crab expansion rearranged 
the meaning of culinary tourism for those who would dine on 
stone crabs thousands of miles away from the crustacean's ecolog- 
ical habitat. The Las Vegas expansion is particularly telling pre- 
cisely because Las Vegas is to the twenty-first century what South 
Florida was to the twentieth: both places rose from nothing-in 
Las Vegas a desert, in South Florida a swamp-to embody the 
hopes, desires, and dreams of a particular class of vacationers who 
wished to experience an Eden-like paradise far removed from their 
mundane everyday  experience^.^^ Like the original Florida 
Garden financed and planned by Fisher, Flagler and Plant and cre- 
ated through the labor of the working class, the Las Vegas land- 
scape embodied deep class tensions-from the wealthy consumers 
who sipped thousand dollar bottles of Opus One and shopped at 
Kate Spade to those who served them and struggled to survive on 
minimum wage. At the beginning of the twenty-first century, Las 
Vegas was one of the most socially stratified places in the country. 
It comes as no surprise, then, that Joe's Prime Steak, Seafood, 
and Stone Crab opened in the Forum Shops at Caesar's Palace 
next to Gucci, Louis Vuitton and Christian Dior. The restaurant 
featured sleek mahogany trim, high definition televisions, a multi- 
media boardroom for private dining, and the capacity to store 
7,000 bottles of wine.70 "Memories of waiting in the foyer of the 
original Joe's Stone Crab on Miami Beach.. .came flooding back as 
we waited 20 minutes past our reservation time at Joe's Seafood, 
Prime Steak & Stone Crab at the Forum Shops at Caesars. It might 
seem that some things never change, right?" wrote Heidi Knapp 
Rinella, the food critic for the Las Vegas Review-Journal, "As for the 
68. Interview with Charles "Orlo" Hilton, 17 January 2007. Notes in author's pos- 
session. 
69. Hal Rothman, Neon Metropolis: How Las Vegas Started the Twenty-First Century 
(New York: Routledge, 2002). 
70. Craig Moran, "Appetizers: Joe's Seafood, Prime Steak, and Stone Crab Brings 
Miami Tradition to Las Vegas," Las Vegas I.ieview-Joumal, 10 November 2004. 
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stone crabs, they're Joe's whole raison d'etre, regular steakhouses 
in this town being an every-comer commodity. And these claws 
were absolutely lovely."71 Diners like Rinella participated in a 
tourist experience that linked them to Miami Beach, Florida, 
through the consumption of stone crabs. Far removed from, 
though intimately linked to, the ecological change wrought by fish- 
ermen like Hilton, Las Vegas culinary tourists paid thirty-five dol- 
lars a pound for medium-sized claws and as much as fifty dollars a 
piece for colossal claws at the grand opening of the restaurant. 
As a food to be eaten as well as an animal to be harvested, sold, 
studied and protected, the stone crab has meant many things to 
many people at many different times in many disparate places. It 
has linked the lives of individuals who at first glance appear to have 
little in common: fishermen, university scientists, tourists, state 
conservation officials, restaurateurs, truckers, and waiters, among 
others, have all interacted with one another ( in often unexpected 
ways) to construct a culinary culture that is both unique to and an 
embodiment of the Edenic landscape of Florida. More important- 
ly, a close examination of their interactions illuminates the inter- 
woven stories of conservation, tourism, and eating both inside and 
outside the state's borders. The symbolic value of claws that have 
titillated tourist taste buds for more than a century have been 
markedly shaped by the laws that have aimed to protect an animal 
from a rapid human appetite. And that, in the end, is an intellec- 
tual morsel worth savoring. 
'71. Heidi Knapp Rinella, "Restaurant Review: Joe's Seafood, Prime Steak, and 
Stone Crab" Las Vegas Review-Journal6 May 2005. 
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